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This document describes the functional design of the HAL/SM
programming system (a version of the HAL programming'language specifi-
cally adapted for use in the Concept Verification Test (CVT) environment
on the Space Ultrareliable Modular Computer Simplex (SUMC-S) under
the Modular Operating System for the SUMC (MOSS). The HAL/SM pro~
gramming language is defined in the HAL/SM Language Specification
(Reference I), and the HAL/SM system implementation requirements are
defined in the HAL/SM System Software Requirements Specification
(Reference 2); familiarity with both documents shall be assumed herein.
As described in Reference 2, the major subsystems of the HAL/SM
system and their functions shall be as follows:
o HAL/SM Preprocessor - convert HAL/SM source
language modules into HAL/S source language modules,
perform minimal syntax verification, and provide
various support features which cannot be conveniently
or adequately performed by the HAL/S-360 Compiler.
o HAL/S-360 Compiler - convert HAL/S source language
modules into IBM S/360 compatible object modules and
perform complete syntax verification.
o HALLINK - combine HAL/S object modules into load
modules, calculate run time stack size requirements,
and add the stack to the load module and add and! or
delete certain other CSECTS from the generated load
module (depending on options specified).
o Run Time Library (R TL) - when properly linked with
each HAL/SM task, provide computational routines
and MOSS interface routines to support various
features of the HAL/SM language.
The functional design of the preprocessor, HALLINK, and RTL
subsystems is described in the following sections through the use of
structure charts, data flows, and intermodule interface definitions.
Structure charts and data flows are defined and illustrated in the
,HAL/SM System Design and Implementation Plan (Reference 3). This
reference may be used as a guide for interpretation of the structure charts
and data flows which follow. A structure chart and a data flow diagram
are included for each subsystem. Also a group of intermodule interface
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definitions (one definition per module) is included immediately following
the structure chart and data flow for a. particular subsystem. Each of
these intermodule interface definitions consists of the identification of
the ·module, the function the module is to perform, the identification and
definition of parameter interfaces to the module, and any design notes
associated with the module.
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Z. PREPROCESSOR
The HAL/SM Preprocessor is represented by the data flow and
structure chart shown in Figure 2-1 and 2-2. These figures give an over-
view of the preprocessor. More detailed descriptions of the input system,
output system, and semantic routines are given in Sections Z. 1, Z. Z, and
Z.3, respectively. The remaining modules are described in this section.
Module: XREF Processor
Function: Receives and alphabetizes the HALISM identifiers to produce
the cross-"reference listing included as part of the preprocessor output
listings. Each usage of an identifier is referenced in the listing.
Parameters: HAL/8M identifier. Referencing statement number.
Module: PAF Processor
Function: Processes all variables declared with the access attribute
against the Program Access File (PAF) to determine the legality of
access to these variables.
Parameters: Variable identifier with access attribute.
Note: This module reads the PAF data set.
Module: Directive Processor
Function: Processes both HAL/SM and HAL/S directives. HALlS direc-
tives are passed through to the output system for inclusion in the HALlS
source. The HAL/SM directive selects the processing options for the
preprocessor.
Parameters: HAL/8M directives. HAL/S directives.
Module: DDIU Processor
Function: Create·s preformatted display messages for the CIltD consoles.
Coded references to the messages are placed in output HAL/S code where
each message is referenced. The display messages are stored in a
standard data set accessed by the R TL during program execution.
Parameters: Display statement symbols.
Note: The DDIU module consists of several ·subroutines; one for each






























































































Function: Converts each reference to 31-character External Reference
Point (ERP) names to 9-charaeter "O-names" in the output HAL/S code.
The M&C Definition File is used to verify all ERP references and their
correct usage.
Parameters: 31-character ERP name from HAL/SM source statements.
2. 1 Input System
The input system data flow and structure chart are shown in Figures
2-3 and 2-4. The input system reads the primary and symbolic source files
and prepares the symbols for processing by the semantic routines. The
input system interfaces directly with the output system to produce the
HAL/SM formatted listings. The modules of the input system are given
below.
Module: Get Statement
Function: Provides characters from the current statement. When the
current statement is entirely processed. the next statement is read from
the primary input file or the symbolic library. Incoming MACRO defini-
tions are passed to the MACRO processor. Incoming directives are
passed on to the directives processor.
Parameters: Character buffer to return the next character.
Module: ·MACRO Processor
Function: Processes MACRO definitions and MACRO expansion requests.
MACRO definitions are placed in the MACRO table. MACRO expansions
are handled through the MACRO table. The parameters to the MACRO
a'te expanded according to the model definition.
Parameters: MACRO Definition, MACRO Name, or MACRO Parameters
for expansion.
~: The MACRO Processor will be divided into two modules for detailed
design - a MACRO definition processor and a MACRO expansion
processor•
. Module: Symbol Processor



















































statement) from source statement characters. The symbols and their
associated context are maintained in the symbol table.
Parameters: Symbol locator giving the position relative to the current
symbol. Symbol return buffer.
Note: 1. Symbols which are identifiers are passed to the XREF Processor.
2. Symbols which are access variable identifiers are passed to the
PAF Processor.
Module: Context Processor
Function: Maintains the context of the symbols relative to the HAL/SM
grammar. Also allows the context to be selected to obtain a symbol from
the Symbol Processor.
Parameters: Context Selector, Symbol Locator, Symbol Return Buffer.
Module: Get Symbol
Function: Returns a selected symbol based on context and symbol position.
Parameters: Context Selector, Symbol Locator, Symbol Return Buffer.
2.2 Output System
The output system data flow and structure chart are shown in
Figures 2-5 and 2-6. The output system performs the output functions
for the preprocessor including HAL/SM listings and HAL/S listing and
source file preparation. The HAL/SM directives indicates the listing
options to be performed•
. The output HAL/S source code is maintained in two temporary
files - one for global statements, the other for local statements. The
HAL/SM source statement can cause the generation of global statements
in the HAL/S source (which must be placed at the beginning of the program).
In order to avoid a second pass to produce the ordered HAL/S source, the
output system maintains separate files which are merged for final output.
The modules of the output system are described below.
Module: Put Symbol
Function: Receives symbols to merge into source statements for output.
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Parameters: Symbol to be included in the output.
Module: Statement Processor
Function: Combines the symbols to form source statements for output.
Parameters: Symbol buffer.
~: Also processes HALlS directives to be output.
Module: Listing Synthesizer
Function: Builds and formats the listing sndHALIS source files for output.
Maintains the dual output files for HALlS source which are merged to out-
put at the end of the run. HALISM source statements are formatted and
sent directly to the line output module to be printed.
Parameters: Statement Buffer.
~: The output options controlling the processing of this module are
provided by the directives processor.
Module: Merge
Function: Combines the local and global HALlS temporary files to produce
the HALlS source format suitable for the HALlS compiler.
Parameters: None.
Note: The HALISM root module invokes this module at the end of the
preprocessor run.
Module: Line Output
Function: Performs the actual output to the printer of HALlS source file
on a line basis.
Parameters: Output statement line to be output.
~: This module also processes the XREF listing produced for the
HALISM formatted listing. .
2.3 Semantic Routines
The data flow and structure chart for the semantic routines are
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semantic processing and output of HAL/8 code for the HAL/8M source
statements. This processing is carried out according to the HAL/8M
grammar in Appendix A. The grammar defines the successive buildup
of symbols into the HAL/8M statements and buildup of statements into
the compilation as a whole. The figures for the semantic routines show
only the top level definitions to. illustrate the basic structure.
The semantic routines consist of a module for each HAL/8M symbol
in the grammar. The code generation is carried out in the statement
processors (one for each HAL/8M statement) according to the templates
defined in Reference 2.
Each of the semantic routines is driven by the symbols obtained
from the .input system, and those generated and passed to the output






_ The HALLINK data flow and structure chart are shown in Figures
3-1 and 3-2. The necessary modifications to adapt HALLINK for use with
the HAL/8M Preprocessor system are in the HALLKED module. The
modified data flow and structure chart for HALLKED are shown in Figures
3-3 and 3-4. The following paragraph describes the changes made.
The HALMAP control section has been suppressed in the Entry
Processing and in Phase 4A. Cost-use arrays have been suppressed in
E8DLOOP. RC has been modified to limit the number of process control










































































































































•4. R UN TIME LIBRAR Y
The only portions of the HAL/SM R TL considered in this section
are those modified portions of HAL/S R TL which are included in the
HAL/SM R TL and modules which are to be created for HAL/SM R TL.
Each module that appears in the structure chart and data flow in
Figures 4-1 through 4-7 is described in more detail by an intermod ule
interface definition. More detailed definitions of module interface para-
meters for those modules being created for the HAL/SM RTL may be
found in Reference 2.
Module: ONERR
Function: To transfer the error information associated with the ON ERROR
statement to an error stack. (The module shall have two entry points,
ONERR 1 and ONERR 2, to perform this function. )
Parameters: (For ONERR1) RO - error group number and error
number within the group.
R 1 - error action indicator.
R2 - program flag descriptor.
(For ONERR2) RO - error group number and error
number within the group.
R1 - address of statement to which
execution is transferred when
the error occurs.
Notes: 1. The first execution of this routine links a portion of the error
stack to the executing program by placing a pointer to the
specified portion of the error stack in the ERROR LINK para-
meter of the program stack. Subsequent calls to this routine
reference that link.
2. Each call to this routine fills a double word in the error stack.
3. This routine is invoked by using the HAL linkage convention.
Module: OFFERR
Function: To delete a specific error specification from a program error
stack.
Parameters: RO - error group number and error number within the group.
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Notes: 1. This routine uses the ERRORLINK in the program stack to
determine the address of the error stack then zeros the
specified entry in the stack.
2. This routine is invoked by using the HAL linkage convention.
Module: SIGNAL
Function: To establish the parameter list for the MOSS SET SVC and
invoke that SVC as required.
Parameters: FLAGyIST - a list of the program flags to be set.
Note: This routine is invoked by using the linkage convention for NON -HAL
programs.
Module: RESET
Function: To establish the parameter list for the MOSS EVNTDEL SVC and
invoke that SVC as required.
Parameters: EVENT_VARIABLE_LIST - a list of event variable descrip-
tors of event variables to be reset.
Notes: 1. The event variable must be communicated to MOSS as an event
variable descriptor.
2. This routine is invoked by using the linkage convention for
NON-HAL programs.
Module: CANCEL
Function: To establish the parameter list for the MOSS CANCEL SVC and
invoke that SVC as required.
Parameters: TAS~DESCRIPTOR - descriptor of the task to be canceled.
If no descriptor is specified, the requesting task is canceled.
Notes: 1. If an error code is returned from MOSS, this routine must
alert·the HAL/SM error monitor.
2. This routine is invoked using the linkage convention for
NON-HAL programs.
Module: TTERM
Function: To invoke the MOSS TASKTERM SVC as required.
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Parameters: None.
Note: This routine is invoked using the HAL linkage convention.
Module: JTERM
Function: To invoke the MOSS JOBTERM SVC as required.
Parameters: None.
~: This routine is invoked using the HAL linkage convention.
Module: JABOR T
Function: To invoke the MOSS JOBABORT SVG as required.
Parameters: None.
~: This routine is invoked by using the HAL linkage convention.
Module: TABOR T
Function: To establish the parameter list for the MOSS TASKABR T SVC
and invoke that SVC as required.
Parameters: TASK_DESCRIPTOR_LIST - a list of task descriptors of
tasks to be aborted. If this parameter is omitted, the requesting task is
aborted.
Notes: 1. If no parameter is specified, the calling task is aborted.
2. This routine requires NON-HAL linkage.
Module: SLOG
Function: To establish the parameter list for the MOSS LOG SVC and
invoke the SVC as required.
Parameters: RO- the address of the character expression to be written
to the system log.
Notes: 1. If an error code is returned from MOSS, this routine must
alert the HAL/SM error monitor.




Function: To establish the parameter list for the MOSS UNLOCK SVC
and invoke that SVC as required.
Parameters: LOAD_MODULE_DESCRIPTOR_LIST - list of descriptors
of load modules to be unlocked.
Notes: 1. If an error code is returned from MOSS, this routine must
alert the HAL/SM error monitor.
2. This routine is invoked by using the NON -HAL linkage convention.
Module: LOAD
Function: To establish the parameter list for the MOSS LOAD SVC and
invoke that SVC as required.
Parameters: JOB_DESCRIPTOR - descriptor for the job to be loaded.
Notes: 1. If an error code is returned from MOSS, this routine must alert
the HAL/SM error mointor.
2. This routine is invoked by using the NON-HAL linkage convention.
Module: INIT
Function: To establish the parameter list for the MOSS INIT SVC and invoke
that SVC as required.
Parameters: JOB_DESCRIPTOR - descriptor of the job to be initiated.
Notes: 1. If an error code is returned from MOSS, this routine must
alert the HAL/SM error monitor.
2. This routine is invoked by using the NON-HAL linkage convention.
Module: JDEL
Function: To invoke the MOSS JOBDEL SVC as required.
Parameters: None.
Note: This routine is invoked by using the HAL linkage convention.
Module: TDEL
Function: To invoke the MOSS TASKDEL SVC as required.
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Parameters: None.
Note: This routine is invoked by using the HAL linkage convention.
Module: SCHEDULE
Function: To establish the parameter list for the MOSS SCHEDULE SVC
and invoke that SVC as required.
Parameters: OPTIONS_BIT_VECTOR - bit vector indicating the presence
and format of the scheduling options.
TASK_DESCRIPTOR - description of the task to be scheduled.
OPTIONS_LIST - list of the options indicated by the bit vector.
Notes: 1. If an error code is returned from MOSS, this routine must
alert the HAL/SM error monitor.
2. This routine is invoked by using the NON-HAL linkage
conventions.
Module: WAIT
Function: To establish the parameter list for the MOSS SUSPEND SVC
and invoke that SVC as required.
Parameters: OPTIONS_BIT_VECTOR - a bit variable indicating the pre-
sence and format of the WAIT options.
OPTIONS_LIST - list of the options indicated by the bit
vector.
Note: This routine is invoked by the NON-HAL linkage convention.
Module: ALER T
Function: To establish the parameter list for the MOSS ALER T SVC
and invoke that SVC as required.
Parameters: EVENT_VARIABLE - bit vector corresponding to the
event variable to be alerted.
OPTIONS_BIT_VECTOR - bit vector indicating presence
and format of optional parameters.
OPTIONS_LIST - list of the options indicated by the bit
vector.
~: This routine is invoked by using NON-HAL linkage convention.
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Module: AVERAGE
Function: To establish the parameter list for the MOSS RDERP SVC and
invoke that SVC as required.
Parameters: RD - the number of ERP readings to be averaged.
Rl - address of the descriptor of the ERP to be read.
RZ - address of variable into which the average is to be stored.
Notes: 1. The address of an I/O error exit routine shall be provided via
the SVC for resolving I/O errors associated with the read
operation.
Z. This routine is invoked by using the normal HAL linkage
conventions.
Module: SENSE
Function: To establish the parameter list for the MOSS RDERP SVC and
invoke that SVC as required.
Parameters: DELTAS_OPTIONS - a number indicating the presence of
the read AI delta option.
NUMBER_OF_ERPS - number of ERP's to be read.
ERP_LIST - list of ERP descriptors of ERP's to be read.
OUTPUT_AREA - list of variables into which the results
of the read are to be placed.
Notes: 1. The address of an I/O error exit routine shall be provided via
the SVC for resolving I/O errors associated with the read
operation.
Z. This routine is invoked by using the NON -HAL linkage.
Module: ISSUE
Function: To establish the parameter list for the MOSS WRTERP SVC
and invoke that SVC as required.
Parameters: ERP_DESCRIPTOR - the RD ERP designator to which the
issue applies.
RD DA TA - the list of parameters which form the data to
be issued.
Notes: 1. The address of an I/O error exit routine shall be provided via
the SVC for resolving I/O errors associated with the write
operation.
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2. This routine is invoked by using a NON-HAL linkage convention.
Module: SETD
Function: To establish the parameter list for the MOSS WR TERP SVC
and invoke that SVC as required.
Parameters: NUMBER_ERP_DESIGNA TORS - the number of DO ERP
designators to be set.
ERP_DESIGNATOR_LIST - the list of discretes to be set.
NUMBER_OF_DO_VALUES - the number of output value to
be set.
DO_VALUE_LIST - the list of output values to be applied to
the DO.
TIME_VALUE - time in milliseconds that DO is to be pulsed.
Notes: 1. The time value may only be used when one DO and output
value are specified.
2. The address of an I/O error exit routine shall be provided
via the SVC for resolving I/O errors associated with the
write operation.
3. The routine is invoked by using a NON-HAL linkage convention.
Module: APPLY
Function: To establish the parameter list for the MOSS WR TERP SVC
and invoke that SVC as required.
Parameters: APPLY_OPTIONS - indicator of special options for WRTERP.
NUMBER_OF_ERP_DESIGNATORS- number of AO ERP
designators to which a value is to be applied.
VALUE LIST - list of values to be applied.
ERP_LIST - list of designators to which values are to be
applied.
Notes: 1. The address of an I/O error exit routine shall be provided via
the SVC for resolving I/O errors associated with the WRITE
oper'ation.
2. This routine is invoked by using a NON -HAL linkage convention.
Module: WTO
Function: To establish the parameter lists for either the MOSS WTO or
WTOR SVC and invoke either of these SVC's as required.
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Parameters: REPLY_OPTION - a bit variable indicating whether or not
a reply is to be expected.
MESSAGE - a character string to be transmitted to the operator.
REPLY_BUFFER - the character variable into which the
reply is to be stored.
Notes: 1. WTOR is to be invoked if a reply is required.
2. WTO is to be invoked if no reply is required.
3. This routine is invoked by using a NON-HAL linkage convention.
Module: DISCON
Function: To establish the parameter lists to the MOSS ALLSPAGE,
DEALLSPG, or DISCON SVC's and invoke one of these SVC's as required.
Parameters: CONTROL_OPTIONS - the option indicator as to which con-
trol function is to be performed.
CR T_PAGE_OPTION - bit vector indicating the specification
of a CR T and PAGE number.
CR T # - the number of the CRT to which the control is directed.
PAGE_# - the number of the PAGE to which the control is
directed.
Notes: 1. The ALLSPAGE SVC is invoked if the control option indicates
allocate page.
2. The DEALLSPG SVC is invoked if the control option indicates
deallocate page.
3. The DISCON sve is invoked for all other control options.
4. This routine is invoked by using a NON-HAL linkage convention.
Module: DISBACKD
Function: To establish the parameter list to the MOSS DISBACKD SVC
and invoke that SVC as required.
Parameters: PROGRAM_IDENTIFIER - the iclentifier by which the data
set containing the message is identified.
MESSAGE_ID_# - the record number within the data set
containing the message.
BLINK.-OPTION - a bit variable indicating the blink status option.
CRT_PAGE_OPTION - indicator as to specification of a
CR T and PAGE number.
CRT_# - the CRT number.
PAGE_# - the PAGE number.
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Notes: 1. The address of an I/O error exit routine shall be provided via
theSVC for resolving I/O errors associated with the display
operation.
2. This routine is invoked by using a NON-HAL linkage convention.
Module: DISADD
Function: To establish the parameter list for the MOSS DISADD SVC and
invoke that SVC as required.
Parameters: PROGRAM_IDENTIFIER - the program identifier by which
the data set containing the addon message is identified.
MESSAGE_ID_# - the number specifying the record number
within the data set which contains the message.
BLINK_OPTION - the bit variable which indicates the
blink status option.
#_PAIR_VARIABLES - the number of variable control
word/variable pairs which follow.
VARIABLE_LIST - the list of variable control words and
associated variables.
CRT_PAGE_OPTION - indicator as to specification of a
CR T and PAGE number.
CR T_# - the CR T number.
PAGE_# - the PAGE number.
Notes: 1. The address of an I/O error exit routine shall be provided via
the SVC for resolving I/O errors associated with the addon
operation.
2.· This routine is invoked by using a NON-HAL linkage convention.
Module: UPDISM
Function: To establish the parameter list to the MOSS UPDISM and invoke
that SVC as required.
Parameters: #_VARIABLE_PAIRS - the number of pairs of variable con-
trol words and associated variables to be transmitted.
VARIABLE_LIST - the list of variable control words and
associated variables.
BLIN~OPTION - the bit variable which specifies the blink
option.
CR T_PAGE_OPTION - the bit variable that indicates the
specification of a CRT and PAGE number.
CR T_# - the CR T number.
PAGE_# - the PAGE number.
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•Notes: 1. The address of an I/o error exit routine shall be provided via
the SVC for resolving I/O errors associated with the update
operation.
2. This routine is invoked by using a NON-HAL linkage convention.
Module: T1 TRANS
Function: To establish the parameter list for the MOSS T1 TRANS SVC
and invoking that SVC as required•
Parameters: TYPE1_PROGRAMJDENTIFIER- the program identifier of
the TYPE1 program in the program library.
CRT_PAGE_OPTION - the bit variable which specifies the
presence of a CRT and PAGE· number.
CRT_* - the CRT number.
PAGE _* - the PAGE number.
Notes: 1. The address of an I/O error exit routine shall be provided via
the SVC for resolving I/O errors assbciated with the transmit
operation.
2. This routine is invoked by using a NON-HAL linkage convention.
Module: T1DATA
Function: To establish the parameter list for the MOSS T1DATA SVC and
invoke that SVC as required.
Parameters: TYPE1 PROGRAM_IDENTIFIER - id.entifier of TYPE1program
for which the data is specified.
*_OF_VARIABLES - number of TYPE1 update variables.
VARIABLE_LIST - list of update variables.
CRT_PAGE_INDICATOR - bit indicator of CRT - PAGE
number specification.
CRT_it - the CRT number (if specified).
PAGE_* - the PAGE number (if specified).
Notes: 1. The entry point to an I/O error exit routine shall be provided
via the SVC.
2. This routine is invoked by using a NON-HAL linkage convention.
Module: RQSTKYBD
Function: To establish the parameter list for the MOSS READCD and invoke
that SVC as required.
Parameters: ADR CHARACTER EXP - address of character data area.
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WAIT_INDICATOR - the a.utomatic wait indicator; also the
parameter in which a return code is specified.
Notes: 1. The entry point of an I/O error exit routine is provided via the
SVC list.
2. This routine is invoked by using a NON-HAL linkage convention.
Module: SELECT
Function: To establish the parameter list for the MOSS SELECT SVC and
invoke that SVC as required.
Parameters: DESCRIPTOR_LIST - a list of paired variables; the first vari-
able specifies the resource descriptor and the second is a bit vector which
specifies access rights.
~: This routine is invoked by using a NON -HAL link convention.
Module: RLSE
Function: To establish the parameter list for the MOSS RELEASE SVC and
invoke that SVC as required.
Parameters: DESCRIPTOR_LIST - list of resource descriptors.
~: This routine is invoked by using a NON-HAL linkage convention.
Module: CHAN
Function: To determine which of the MOSS SVC's CONTROL or CLOSE is to
be invoked; establish the parameter list to the appropriate SVC and invoke it
as required.
Parameters: CHANNEL # - channel to be controlled.
FUNCTION_INDICATOR - control function to be performed.
FILE COUNT - if files are to be spaced, this specifies the
count.
Notes: 1. This module must invoke the RTL routine IOINIT to determine the
required file descriptors for the SVC invocation.
2. Also the entry point to an I/O error exit routine shall be provided
with the CONTROL SVC.
3. This routine is invoked by using a NON -HAL linkage convention.
Module: GOCRIC (STOPCRIC)




Notes: 1. This routine is invoked by using HAL linkage conventions.
Z. The mode parameter sent to the SVC is determined by which of
the two entries, GOCRIC or STOPCRIC, is invoked.
Module: TEST
Function: To test an event variable; if the variable is zero, a zero is re-
turned; however, a non-zero value is assumed to be a MOSS event variable
descriptor in which case the MOSS TEST SVC is invoked.
Parameters: RO - the event variable.
Note: This routine is invoked by using the normal HAL linkage convention.
Module: TIME (DATE)
Function: To establish the parameter list for the MOSS TIME SVC and invoke
that SVC as required.
Parameters: RO - an indicator of the type of time value requested.
FO - return time value (TIME Entry).
Rl - return number of days (DATE Entry).
Notes: 1. This routine is invoked (as a FUNCTION by) using the normal
HAL linkage convention.
Z. The value returned from the TIME Entry is a double precision
floating point number equal to the value of time in milliseconds.
3. The value returned from the DATE Entry contains the number
of days portion of the MOSS GMT value.
Module: COLUMN
Function: To increment the column index count of the associated I/O device.
Parameters: RO - the buffer index count (I/O Column Counter - 1).
Notes: 1. The I/O device to which the COLUMN is directed is determined
from the global data area (HALSYS).
Z. All data associated with the I/O device is found in the File Control
Block data section.
3. A check is made on the index to determine if it is within the allow-
able range. If it is not, an error message is sent to the error
monitor.
4. This routine is invoked by using normal HAL linkage.
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Module: FILEIN (FILEOUT)
Function: To initiate and perform file I/O operations.
Parameters: RO - block identification.
Rl - file number.
R2 - address of data area.
R 3 - length of data area.
Notes: 1. This routine uses the file number to index into the FILES table
to find the associated file· control block. If no file descriptor
is found in the file control block, the MOSS GETFD SVC is
invoked with the file name as a parameter to yield the file
descriptor. If no file descriptor is found, an error message
is sent to the error monitor. If a file descriptor is. found,
it is placed in the file control block.
2. The SELECT, READ, WRITE, and RELEASE SVC's are
invoked as required.
3. FILEIN performs input; whereas, FILEOUT performs output.
4. This routine is invoked by using the normal HAL linkage
convention.
Module: IOINIT
Function: To initiate sequential I/O operations.
Parameters: RO - I/O mode.
Rl - channel number.
Notes: 1. The I/O mode is checked for accuracy. If inaccurate, the
DUMP SVC is invoked.
2. The channel number is used to find the associated file
control block, then the file control block is interrogated to
find the file descriptor. If a file descriptor has not been
entered, the MOSS GETFD SVC is invoked to determine
an appropriate one. If none exists an error is sent to the
error monitor.
3. If a file descriptor exists, it is entered in the file control
block.
4. This routine is invoked by using the normal HAL linkage
convention.
Module: INPUT
Function: To perform input from a specified sequential I/O device.
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Parameters: None.
tiotes: 1. If data is read, RO contains the length of data and Rl contains
the address of the data. RO = zero indicates data is not
changed.
2. Error checks are made on parameters in the FCB associated
with the device. Any errors are sent to the error monitor.
Severe errors require use of the MOSS DUMP SVC.
3. The MOSS SELECT, READ, and RELEASE SVC's are used to
perform the input operation.
4. The routine is invoked by using the normal HAL linkage
convention.
5. CIN and SKIPIN are entries in INPUT. Their parameters are:
CIN - R3 = address of character string to be filled.
SKIPIN - RO = skip count (must be >0).
Module: LINE
Function: To perform the LINE function associated with sequential I/O
devices.
Parameters: RO - desired line number.
Notes: 1. The FCB for the associated I/O device is determined from
information in the global data area.
2. The calculation of the number of lines to be skipped is
.determined using FCB information and SKlPOUT or
SKIPIN is invoked (depending on the I/O model to perform
the required skip operation.
3. Any line errors are reported to the error monitor.
4. This routine is invoked by using the normal HAL linkage
convention.
Module: OUTPUT
Function: To perform output to a specified sequential I/O device.
Parameters: RO - length of buffer segtnent.
R I - address of buffer.
Notes: 1. This routine uses the buffer index, etc., in the FCB as well
as the file descriptor for preparing the output data for
transmission to MOSS.
2. The MOSS SELECT, WRITE, and RELEASE SVC's are
used for data transmission.
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3. COUT, HALPRINT, FLUSH, and SKIPOUT are also entries
to this module. For COUT, R 3 contains the address of a
character string to be output. For HALPRINT, Rl contains
the address +1 of a HAL type character string, and RO
contains an output spacing control code. For FLUSH, RO
is used to return buffer position on first entry and to set
buffer position on secondary entries. For SKIPOUT, RO
contains skip count.
4. This routine is invoked by using the normal HAL linkage
convention.
5. Error checks are made on mode, etc., and severe error
conditions detected require use of the MOSS DUMP SVC.
Module: PAGE
Function: To perform the paging function associated with sequential output
devices.
Parameters: RO - page count (number of pages).
Notes: 1. The FCB for the associated output device is determined
from the global data area.
2. The number of pages is resolved into number of lines to
be skipped by using maximum lines/page. SKIPOUT is then
invoked to skip the appropriate number of lines.
3. Any errors such as negative page count are reported to the
error monitor.
4. This routine is invoked by using the normal HAL linkage
convention.
Module: SKIP
Function: To position a particular I/O device ahead by a specified number
of lines.
Parameters: RO - skip count (number of lines).
Notes: 1. The associated I/O device is specifed in the global data area.
2. The line information is found in the FCB. The skip count is
determined from the line information and either SKlPOUT
or SKIPIN is invoked.
3. Any errors detected are reported to the error monitor.




Function: To process certain program errors as to any action that should
be taken on their occurrence.
Parameters: None.
Notes: 1. The error location, option, message address, group, and
number can be found in the global data area •
2. The routine finds the program error vector from the stack
ERRORLINK parameter. This vector is interrogated for
a match with the error that has occurred.
3. The MOSS SELECT, RELEASE, SUSPEND, SET, TIME,
and :JOBART SVC's are used to perform the specified
error recovery action.·
4. This routine is invoked by using the normal HAL linkage
convention.
Module: LOCK (UNLOCK)
Function: To perform coordination of accesses to individual data items
by update blocks.
Parameters: RO - lock group bits.
Notes: 1. The lock group variable shall be placed in·a job common
. area which must be SELECTed and RE.LEASEd using
MOSS svcrs.
2. The MOSS SUSPEND SVC is used to wait the task on the
completion of use of locked group data.
3. The MOSS SET SVC is used to indicate completion of
use of locked group data.
4. This routine is invoked by using the normal HAL linkage
convention.
Module: HALSTAR T
Function: To perform task initialization prior to initiation and cleanup
prior to termination.
Parameters: RI - address of JCL parameter list.
Notes: 1. This routine processes execution time options specified
via JCL by doing error checking on the specifications
and then initializing the associated global data parameters.
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2. This routine initializes such area as the error vector
stack, etc.
3. Any errors detected are reported to the error monitor.
4. The MOSS TTERM SVC is used to terminate the task
after the required cleanup is performed.
5. This routine is invoked by using standard OS/360 linkage
convention.
Module: PROGEXC
Function: To process MOSS program exception interrupts.
Parameters: None.
Notes: 1. The SUMC registers are interrogated to determine the loca-
tion of the error and other errOr information.
2. Errors are handled by reporting to error monitor; con-
tinuing by use of MOSS CONTINUE' SVC; taking a dump by
using the MOSS DUMP SVC; and/or task termination by
use of MOSS TASK TERM SVC.
3. This routine is invoked by using standard MOSS linkage
convention.
Module: FORCEND
Function: To process MOSS fault or error conditions; i. e., errors not
processed by the program exception or I/O error exit routines.
Parameters: None.
Notes: 1. The SUMC registers are interrogated to determine the
location of the error and other error information.
2. An error summary is performed by the routine and the
MOSS DUMP SVC is used to perform a system dump.
3. The routine is invoked by using the standard MOSS linkage
convention.
Module: IOERR'




•Notes: 1. The SUMe registers are interrogated to determine the loca-
tion of the error and other error information.
2. The error is reported to the error monitor.
3. There shall be entries into the module for each of the types
of I/O errors.














~~~ BNF XREF ~~~
------~-._._-_._------_. ----~------
1 <CUMPILATION> ::= <COMPILE LIST>_I-
2 <COMPILE LIST> ::= <COMPILE BLOCK>
----3-3--· I <lOI'PILE BLOEI\) <EBtlPlLE LIST> "-.,•.. --._.... _.
----4--~-<t_BIlPlLE ilLOEIO-:-:--:' <LAdEt) : <~LEO COMP BLOCK> ; <CLOS IlliG>
<LAB ELED CBliP iH;;iJC I\) I: -- E)( fE I'( NAt---(-fE-Mj>-LA TE >
I <COMP BLOCK DEFINITION>
----------------------_..._•.._--.
7 <TEMPLATE> 1:= <CUMP BLO~K STMT> <DEFINITION GROUP>
8 <COMP BLOCK lJEFINITION> ::= <COMP BLOCK SHIT> ; <8LOCK BODY>
9 <C OMP BLOCK STMT> ::= TASK <ACCESS OPT! ON>
-·---ttr-·--·- I EBtlPBOL (1(16113 Ii AECES5 BPTI0NS)--·-_·- - -.-._.._.. . -.--
11 I <FUNCTION HEADER> <REENTRANT f. ACCESS UPTIONS>
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--- ··-1-3-'
14
(I( 16IEl UfTION) :.- RIGI!)
I <N I L>
-_.- .. - -----------------_.
15
---1-(,----
<ACCESS DPTIDN> ::= ACCESS
I <NIL>
--"H·------<R-!-fih}-t-A-€-eES5 UP TI GN 5> I: - <I'( lifrBUPT ION> <ItCCESS-oPTIUN'>-
18 I <ACCESS OPTIiJN> <RIGID OPTIUN>
------------------------_._-_ -'-- _._ _-_.. -- _ _ _ _ .
19 <FUNCTION HEADER> ::= FUNCTION <TYPE SPEC> <PARM LIST>
20 <PROCEDURE HEADER> ::= PROCEDURE <PARM LIST>
21 <REENTRANT f. ACCESS OPTIONS> ::= <REENTRANT OPTION> <ACCESS OPTION>
<REENTRANT OPTIUN> ::= REENTRANT
I (PH L>
----z<r-----«'P'p.-AR-M-tl5+> :: - ( <ffi Lf Sf>
25 I ASSIGN ( <ID LIST> I
210 I I <19 LIST> I AHliON ( <1Q..-4.1~T->-4-··
27 I <N I L> .
---~-----_.__.•._----- .
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---~-l··-··-·-·_<&_E.f·HIInGN----4RGYP> '-:'+-=--..(.lK.f-I-t>U+~ ON.cLEMENT>
32 I <DEF INITION ELEMENT> ; <DEFlfHTI ON GROUP>
.-_._--
33 <STATEMENT LIST> ::= <LAB STHT>
--~3"'4- I EL"" STIlT> I (SHTEIIEIH LIST> .-._--..... - ... _'---_._-"'_.-.._'---
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t <Nil>
<ARITH TYPE SPEC> ::: INTEGER
I SCALAR -------
I MATRIX <uPTIONAl ARRAYNESS>
I 1'[€TOR <OPT IOtU,L ARRAYN[5-5->----
















<lITERAL EXP OR "> ::: <LITERAL EXP>
I '*
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<llINUR ATTi< LIST) ::= <tIINOR ATTRitiUTE>
I <MINOR ATTRIBUTE> <MINOR ATTR LIST>
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III - <INITIALIZATION> ::: INITIAL I <VALUE LIST> I
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<VALU~> (~:;E~Z~T~::~ ;X~R~:E:;Aal_E_-V_ALUE> ._ 'Ii QlT~ _
I t <DC W VALUE LI ST> 1
118 <REPEATAblE VALUE> ::: ( <VALUE un>
119 I [<!lew VAlUE UST>}----
12() I <L1 TERAL>
121 I <lQEN THIER>
122 I <NIL>
123 <OCW VALUE LIST> ::: <DCW COLOR OPTION> • <DeW CHAR SIZE OPTlON> ,
-----l-&2-3-3---------_-------e;<rl.jo'\;;-e...w_ab..Ii--j~_jK UPTHl!>l> , < Dew I NIE NSH¥ 0 PTWN > -,
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_____ 123
--<nc"'-- O.i.JlP-llLf URMAT OPT! ON>
-----l~4__------ ..WCII CtllOll OPT! ON)
1251 ORANGE
126- 1 - YELLGW
127 I GRE EN
128 - t-<-N rl>
---l--t-9-..- (D eli eliAR-5+l-E OPT ION) 11= 15 11/1
13r I 1( 14M
-1:H- ------------ f---1-.-5--MM-
132 15MM
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135 I BLI NK OfF
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145 <DCW OUTPUT flJRMAT OPTION> ::'" TIME
146----- --------l--eIlC QI C <IlC W -f--Q-k-ID----------- -
147 1 <NIL>
____ e • _
148 <DCW fORM> II'" CHARACTER
.-~--.-. Il-ill-f.~Il-lT'-€e;iob_€e,i4~--------
lSI') I DECIMAL
-l5+------------1 BI NMl-Y------ ---------.-_._-
152 I DC TAL
}.5-3-- --.-~ ..------,.-_t HEX 10 EC I MAl: .--'--.._-
---"T5-4-- <Cl05Iri6) :1· CLOSE
155 I CLOSE <LABEL>
---1--5f>--- ----------I--~lABEL> I «(-lOS IN6)
-54·
- -- -i-5-7---m -----(-S-+A-T-EM-EIrl-)--:-I. EXI T-<ilP-T1 fj rlAt -t-Atltt >-
158 1 REPEAT <OPTIONAL LABEL>
---!-59 I GO T8 (kAtiE 1;)
16'J I RETURN
---+b-l----------l---J\-Ef-UR N <EXP f(.£-5-5-lGN-)------ ---
162 I SEND <ERROR SPEC>
-1-6--3------- I _Off -< ERi<DR SPEE> ---------
164 I UN <ERROR SPEC> <ON ERROR OPTIONS>
--·--1-6--~---· I SIGNAL- <FLAG LIST>
166 1 RESET <EVENT VAR LIST>
--- --1-6'1---- . u __ -+ CANCEL <OI'T--I-Q.#.A" I-AIl€l ,,-l-$T>
168 I TERMINATE <JOB OR TASK>
~- -1-6-9----- I ABBItT <dOB Oil T-A--5* EJR LA-B-H-HST>
17" I LOG <EXPKESSION>
----17-1--- -------on I tlNL til? K (L AB EL LIS D
172 I LOAD <LABEL>
173 I INITIATE <Ullel>
174 I DEl.ETE <JUIl OR-TASK>
11&--m---~-- I (CtJN9ITlONAL SHIT>
- -- - ---- ---------------
176----- I <ASS-l~m_-S_T_l'lM_+T~>---
177 I <CALL 5TMT>
-----·--178 I <SCIIEBl:lLE HtlH
179 .1 <WAlT STMT>
--Hl~- -------------+-~fH_ 5 TIlT >
181 , <READ SHIT>
182--- - -·----------+~WR__HE--S-H+H------------
183 1 <AVERAGE AI STMT>
-------184 I ({lH9 EoRP &TlH)
185 I <ISSUE STHT>
-- ---1-86---------- I <5 ET il-I--5€-Rt--fE--H~--
187 1 <APPL Y ANALOG .STHT>
------1-8-8 I <WTG STIlt)
189 I <DISPLAY CONTROL STMT>
--+*- I <BISPlAY BATA SHIT> --.. --------
191 1- <MODI FY VCW 5TH T>
1-92--------- I <REQY EST K-HB-e---S-HH-~------
193 1 <SELECT STMT>
1-9-4 I (RELEASE ST/H) ---------
195 1 <CHANNEl CONTROL STMT>
---196 I (IiESTEB SCOPO------
197 I <N 1L>
.-------------------------
<ON ERROR OPTIONS) I:e SY5T~fJtt--EkROR TAIL>
I IGNORE <ON ERROR TAIL>
I (STAT EIIENT>








2e" (ON EJ,ROR TAIL> I:e AND SIgNAL <fbU,-iD>
205 I <NIL>
----_... -----~-----------
206 <FLAG LIST> 1:= <FLAG 10>
207 I <FhAG H) , <FbAG UST> -





1 <EVENT VAR> , <EVENT VAR LIST>
<OPTIONAL LABEL LIST> 1:= <LABEL LIST>
----t <NIL>
(LABEL LIST) : 1- <LABEl>
213 I <LABEL> , <LABEL LIST>
214 <JOB OR TASK> ::= JOB
------21--S---- +1-Tf-JA\-!SH'Kr--------
.-- 216 (JOB 81, lAS" DR LABEL LIST) II- <J-Ofl- UR TASK>
217 I <LABEL LIST>
----- ---~.---
218 <CONDITIONAL STMT> ::= <IF STMT>
-~-<119 I <11" SHU> ; IiiLSli <STAUM-E-m..>---
--~
----~2-l-1--
<I F SHIH II' IF (EXPRESSION> TIIEIII -<-5-TATEI1ENT>
(AllS1GNMENT ~-> ::: <VARIAflbE-U-5-T> : <exPRESSION>
<VARIABle LIST> :1- (VARIABlE>-55-
223 ..... ._ _ m_L<.lr'.AIUAliU>__.•_.~\lAlU.A.aLL_LlST)oH
----2:-i2!-"i4.----- (GAU· SHIT> ZI· GAll (lABEl 'IAR) '**R-t>VMENTSH-~
--2-2-!>----m--_~_£_llM-8fT- ~E-T)-~': ",.<A-RG---l'l-5+>-
220 I <ARG LIST> ASSIGN ( <VARIAbLE LIST> )
227 <ARG LIST> ::= ( <EXPRESSIUN LIST> I
~2 6 I (Ii I 1:) -.------.-------
--2-2-9-· - -- . -- - (E XPR~SSHl_N__kl__S+> -- --:--:-=--<e*,,~E S-&I-oN>
230 I <EXPRESSION> , <EXI'RESSION LIST>
_______ ••__ • m~~~ • ~ _
231 <SCHEDULE STMT> ::= SCHEDULE <LABEL> <SCHED PARM uPTION>
-- -·H-1--- - -- ---------«-5S~G+!II-E-Efl-9_fT_t_lI+H-E-E-,l:H4-HI-#)O <5CHED-E V-E NT ilPTI-{H-I)
231 <SCHED CYCLIC OPTION>





(SO-lEiJ TIME OPTION) ·1= IN (TIHE·-V-AldJEi>
I AT <CLOCK> <TIME VALUE>
__ u_ ---'l--<-N-lH---m--~__._-- -- --- -----
---23-1-.----- <SCHElI--€-\I-ENT fdP+-i-fl-N>--~-:-:-·-_fl.H_E.N.-·-<EVENT EXP> <SCHED POST-EViNT TiME VPTluN>
238 I <N I L>
239 <SCHEO POST-EVENT TIME OPTION> ::= THEN vlAlT <TIME VALUE>
--2~ I <11 I to) .--.-----.--
--24-!- .. ----(-5 CIIE 0 evc II C-1:Ji'+i--flN7---H-=----,--RffEAf<-SCHED IN TERVA L OPT! lHt>
242 I <N Il>
243 <SCHEO INTEkVAl OPTION> ::.= AfTER <TIME VALUE>
24" .--.----+- (N lL>-------·--·
245
246
-<C LOC I(>---H-- G!H
I MET
---~._---------------
247 <TIME VALUE> ::= <ARITH VAR>
2" 8 I <TI HE bl TE II. Ab >
---2--4-9-- --. <ARlTlI-\l-AIO It· ('lARIABLE>





<OPTIONAL CLOCK> ::= <CLOCK>
-+1-(g'iHlIi-j,b~>'--------------------· ......---. -.-=------.--------.--. ------




<THEN vlAIT OPTION> ::: • THEN WAIT <TIME VALUE>
, <NIl> ... __ .. _
-259 - .... ·--<E-V-Eill T fXP> :: - <E 'JE NT TE ft 1'4>----.-,-
260 I <EVENT TE~M> <OR> <EVENT EXP>
-.--.-.---- '--=56.-
----2-t..l----. <EVENT TERM> .:= <E"ENT rACHlR>
262 I <EVENT HCTOR> <Il.NO> <EVENT TERM>
263 <EVENT FACTOR> ::= <EVENT PRIMARY>
264 I <NOT> <EVENT FACTOR>
--y2-fr65- <EVENT PRIMARr> ::- ( <EVENT tXi>>-t-
266 I <EVENT VAR>
-----------------------_ _ __.._----_._---_._. __._--._._--
261 <EVENT VAR> :;= <EVENT 10> <SU8SCRIPT'>
268 <AND> ::= AND
---<2~er<;q'-------lIHt.~-----~----- --.---
---Z2C17~e>---~~(8El1R~)HIHlt-o">_60*R------------ -------.- ------ ....
211 I- I
------------ .
272 <NOT> ::= NOT
273 I '
274 (ALERT STHT> II" ALERT (E VEIn \'AR~·T_&·-<h'·ENT>- ...
275 (E'/ENT> 1:- TERIHNATION OF <LABEL>---
276 I <FLAG 10>
---22'-'17-1- I <ELoe K) <lIE lOP) (T! lit -Y-Ai.-lJE-> -
278 I <DATA 6US EVENT>
279 <DATA 6US EVENT> ::= <ERP DESIGNATOR> <RANGE OR LIMIT>
----------------------_.__...
280 <RANGE OR LIMIT> ::= <REL 01'> <QTY OR AEXP>














I <NO T> =
I (NIH) ) '---"~ •.._._-~.._-_...- ."--"-'_. -,-- ..
I <NO T> <
290 <OPTIONAL NOT> ;:= NOT
291 I <IH L>
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293 I <DIM LITERAL>
294 <ARITH EXP> ;: <EXPRESSION>
295 <DIM LITERAL> ::= <NUM6ER> <DIM>
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347 I FT I SEC
--3-4$ I />l-,l ·£.5~ECb--
349 I KT
359 I 'IACII
351 1 DE (j
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353 I ARCSEC




-..... 358----.-- ..- .. -+-l»'.w:----~---- --.--- - ..
359 1M ISIS
- . .- ;l...O ..--- ----- IF! S ! S
361 I G
- .9-0-&-.. -.- ·-lI---'b~P-I\M----------
363 I CFM
- 3b4~--l..g. ! HI<
(it fA!) HM> .. -••
366
367
<READ STMT TYPE> ::= READ
I RE4BALL
---'-3-6-&--- <wRITE SHIT> ::- wRITE I <NUMeEk>' t-"(SEioI 10 LIST BPTIUN>
-------3-6-9
370
<SEQ 10 LIST ONtON) ::= <5EQ-t-& LIST>
I <N I L>
371
------3-12---
<SEQ 10 LIST> ::= <SEQ 10 ELEMENT>
---- I <SEQ 10 ELEMENT> • <SEQ -I&-UST>
-- ·33-71'3:l-----«~S_<:E~I;j_+lOD--jEEtb:--lE;.JoMH,E;.t,NI-'lT=-»-:-:4-;.:---+<SS1Eo-. .HIKOHCmH R-DL>
374 I <EXPRtSSION>





<SEQ 10 CONTROL TYPE>
I CUUJ'" N
I SKIP




<AVERAGE AI SHIT> ::= AVERAGE <ARITH EXP> READINGS Of <ERP DESIGNJl.




383 I AND SAVE AS
384 <READ ERP STMT> ::= <READ ERP KEYwORD> <ERP DESIGNATOR LIST>
384 <OELTAS--l:J-P-f--HlN-> <ASSIGN> <VARIABLE LIST>
385 <R fAB ERP I(E '( .. ORO) I:· tlE ASURE .---..-.--.. .--.--.--..---..
386 I SENSE
387 <ERP DESIGNATOR LI ST> ;:= <ERP DESIGI'IAHJR>
388 f (ERP DESIGNATOR) • (ERP --GESI-GNATOR LIST>
389
390
<0 EHAS 01' TI ON) :I. OE LTAS
I <NIL>
391 <ISSUE STMT> ::=·ISSUE <RTIO VALUE LIST> TO <ERP DESIGNATOR>
392 <R TIO VALUE LIST> ::: <RTI 0 VALUE>
393 I (RHO 'HUIE) , (RHO VALUE bl-5·T-:>···--·-----··· ... ----- ....--.-. _.u_
394 <R TI8'JAlUE> 1:_ <'JARI ABLE>




<SET IHSCR'eH HilT> II SET ~--J}.E·S·l('NATDR l.IST> <TO \/·AUJEOPTlONC:
<PULSED OPTION>
<TO VALUE OPTION> ::: TO <RTIO VALUE LIST>
I (f'lI D
<I' WI. seD I:ll' THlN> " - FOR <T I ME ....\I..M.ut.>-
-59-
___ 403 . I <tdl.>
---4lJ4--~---~A.f>f'lY·AffAi::&b-5-H+H-:,- <APl'l-l'- 1{E'f~aR{)-)--<A-Ht;'f-'VALUE L1S·f> TU
404 <ERP DESIGNATOR LIST> <APPLY TAIL>
405 <API'Ll' KEYWORD> ::= APPLY
4~- I SEND
-_499+7 ----~~¥-VAb i,jE-l-~~·- H=--~\lI-H--BR--M:*fl->·-
408 I <CTY Uk AEXP> , <APPLY VALUE LIST>
4D9
----410
<APPLY TAIL> ::= FOR <TIME VAlUO <RAMPING>
-l-<-fJfb+-A S-- -01' :r-WI>I->-




<kA,,",PING KEYWORD> ::= UNTIL
1-l'A-M-P-E-l}'--fO . - - --- -
--4-1..··
417
--<;w-lO--TAR->--:-+-=----.- -A-f{;Ef'-T REP-l ¥ I-N <CH AR VAk >
I <N I L>
418 <CHAR VAk> ::= <VARIAdlE>
419 <DISPLAY CUNTROL STMT> ::= PAGE St~ECT <CRT OPTION>
--~ - ~-----+8oE-A*-'-«-R-T-'{}PHBN)-
421 I ALLUCATE <CRT SPEC>
--4-2,0-.---- - ~-- -+O-E-A-l-l 0CATE--<C-R-f--S-P-E-C )-
423 I <VIDEO> <STRlJ/(E UPTIUN> <Ct< T OPTION>
424 <V IDEO> :: = VIDEOl






428 <CRT OPTIUN> ::= <CRT SPEC>
---4-2-9 - ----. ------/---(-N--1-"'->----------- -
--4-H--- <9ISPlAY JHA SHIT>:: fl!5PbAV--(1[IE-NTlHE-R->-«-RlOPTiON:>-
432 , DISPLAY <BACKGROUND OR ADOON> <CRT UPTlON> <BLINK OPTION>
----4--3-2- ------.------ ------- -------------.- -(l}-f#L-A Y FORMAT UP TI oIi> .<VEC TOK UP TION>
433 I UPDATE <IDENTIFIER> <VARIABLE LIST> <CRT OPTION>
--4;4-----.- ·.---'-'_!~A·Tf: (bA~l_>n--------
-4~- - "'''ACK G.W'bN9 QR A~fl ON> .: - BGIHHJlH}------
436 I AliDON
437 <BLINK OPTION> ::= tiLINK STATUS
---4-~8- --- - - ---+ <#.lh+-------------
-4-39---'-.n·--<tlI5-P-LAY F[ill. "AT OP TI ON> H - -(-v-l-S-PlA-Y- FO***fl-l-ST>
440 I <!'ill>
441 <DISPLAY FORMAT LIST> ::= <DISPLAY FURMAT ENTRY)
----4-4-2-------- .. -- I <;(,1 SPLAY FORIIAl EIHRH·r(tlI-SP-l-A-Y-f-Git*-AT LIST>~6u-
443 <DISPLAY FORMAT ENTRY> ::= /
-444-- --- I (SF LINE UP TI UfO (Elf CUL -BP--HUi'/> <OF DATA OPTIUN>
445- . ··---...<1:f.f.-L.INE-- dP+HIN> .:-:.=--L-l-N-E---<·mJlH'I-ER:>
446 I <NI L>
447 <OF COL OPTION> :: = COL <NUMBER)
;-- -·4irtr------ I (1'1 f E)
449 -<D-f--DA-TA·-l}Pf·f·O·ti)·:::-*ftiTtI <NuMBER) <liCk YAR> FOR <YARIABLE>
45'1 I <OPTIONAL OCw YAR> TEXT <CHAR LITERAL>
451 <CHAR LITERAL> :t= <CHAR STRING>
---4~- - I CHAR I (l'/U/loER) I (€+H\·R··SfIHNG>
4 53-· - ·--~f l-fl-#-A-l;;-M--1i· ·YAR)-·: +"- .<f1£-lf-VAR>
454 I <NI L>
455 <DCk VAR) ::= <VARIAbLE>
456 <ViCTOR OPTION> ::= <VECTOR LIST>
4-57------4 <1'1 I L+---·-···----·--·-.. -·
458-- -- -<v--E-C-T-tll{- Ll5f+--+-:-~--6tf_€_mR- S1'E£ > .
459 I <VECTOR SPEC> <VECTOR LIST>
---_ .. -_._----- -----------
46U
46;;-
<VECTOR SPEC> ::= VECTOR fROM I <NUMBER.) , <NUMBER> I TO ( <NUMBER>
·-----<NUMBER+--~-·<OPTHJNAL DCw VAR>
-·--·-·44-6i>~2----~(Il-R .eEQ-lillfUe-E-S-S+.1..,K~EE'yy.,Il~99-SS'TTl/'!-'lTr-;>~-·l-II-=-""RHEO-\Qt\,UI-!E;'£S.f.- EN TRY FRO M < KEY BOA R0 > AND SI\ VE A5
462 <CHAR VAR> <POST OPTION)
463 <POST OPTION> ::= AND POST <BIT VAR>
---- ---4-&4-----+ <N I b> ----------- ---'
------465 (BIT 'I All) 1:- ('1ARUI:lLE>
••__n_ -4~ ( Sf LECT Sf MT> -:-;=--£E-H--8' (R ESOUR (E TV PE> <SELL CT LI S T>
-----4f>-1-·-----<J< ESO un CE TV PE>--:-:- ... -fl--5-1)------ ---'- -
468 I oA TA
.. 69 I Pft86R Atl
470 <S ELECT LI.s-f-)· ::- <Si:--l-Ef-+---E-L·EMENT (. MODE>
471 I <SELECT ELE MENT (. MODE> , OELECT LIST>
472 <SELECT ELEMENT (. MODE> ::= <SELECT ELEMENT> <SELECT MODE>
413 <SELECT ELEMENT> ::= JUB COHHuN <LABEL>
---- --474-..-·--.... --·-+-s-¥S-H:....,..,-W#IWN-·-<-L-A-B·H~·-- ORIG
475 I CHANNEL I <NUMBER> I <OS OPTlONSUFpIN.ALPAGEIS
...--.. 4'1-b- ... ------l--1'-ILEI .(}Wj,I.flf-R.>--l--<-nS.-01'. nuNS > OOR QUA.Lr1Yt
------4+7--·----<SEL ECT 1o\~9D • I EXCLUSllf.E----·-----
478 I SHARED
----4-+9- --+-<tH·k)-..---- '---------..
-_._-4-8-f---.... (9 S [jf"T ION S) -4-: - <DS-A-C-€·H 5 MOI}E) ., 0 IS P = <OS 0 I SP>
-61-
481











<us ACCESS MOLlt> ::= lUAU
+.!4:-;\{J. -AN [)- -"'*1 TE··
.I .," I H
I UP t.l ATE
<os DISP> ::= LEAVE
I RE"IND
<KELtASE STMT> ::= /{ELEASE <kELEASE LIST>
<RELEASE LIST> ::= <RELtASE ELeMENT>
I <kElEASEELEMENT> , <i(ELi::ASE LIST>
(<< H EA Sf· d.E ME N:r-)··: :=-.~ A1:Hi l >
I ChANNEL ( <NUMBE/{> I
I FILE I <NUMbER) I










I CLOSE f I.LE
.. ··499··· ..... (Si' ACbO H-= SPA·CE
5 lJ I BACKSPACE
SCI <LPTIUNAL AExP> ::= <AkITH EXP>
·!>ft2 I <N I l>









<N ESTED SCOP E> 1:= <DU BLOCK>
I <Pt<OCEOU*1:flLBCK>
I <FJNCTluN blOCK>
+·<lfP-DA FE -deGCt'\) ..... -
I <CR IT ICH SECTItlN>
<COMPOUND TAIL> 1:= <blOCK dODY> ; <CLOSING>
<LiD BLOCK> ::= DO <DO UPTIONS> ; <STATEMENT LIST> ; <ENDING>
512 <PROCEDUkE BLUCK> ::= <PROCElJURE HtALiER> ; <COMPl,.iUNO TAIL>
513 <FUNCTION BLOCK> ::= <FUNCT1UN HEADt>O ; <CUMPOUND TAll>
514 <UPDAH bLOCK> 1:= UPDATE; <COMPOUND TAIL>
515 <CRITICAL SECTION> :1= CRITICAL SECTlllN ; <COMPUUND TAIL>






<DJ OPTIDNS> ::= <DO OPTIONS> <FOR LIST>
·-_I··(~.().j24:IOi>JS> ~L<;·.UAtJSE>
I CASE <EXPRESSION> <OPUONAL ELSE>
·1 <{la· UFT lGNS-)--«lPT HiNAL iEMP LI ST >
I <NIL>
..-., ...'---"'" .-.--.-----~--------.--- -62-



















<L~Tl~NAL TEMP LIST> ::- <TEMP DCl LIST>
.. --1 <1'iI!;;)- .. - ...-----.--....----
--<TEMi' Oel II Sf) :: ;--·CTt1'I!>·OCL>
f <TEMP DCL> ; <TEMP OCl LIST>
<fOR lIST> ::- <fOR KEY) <ITERATION>
<FOR KEY> ::- FOK H:MPURARY <IDENTIFIER> -
. -----·--·-I-H;" <V-A-R-IAllL€->'--=--·--
------~_t_f-ffi-A-Tl6rO +:. (E *PRE55I Jli)
t <EXPRESSION> <ITERATIUN'>
<I TERATlUN ,> ::- , <EXPRESSION>
------I--,---(-I;-)(P-R-E-S£f-tmi>-·-<lfcRA H ON'>
I TO <EXPRE~SlON>
I lb (cliPltb51I3h> (HERHiOff')
I BY <EXPRESSION>
-.. -·-+B-Y·-~-Rf£51GNi>--<-I-H RA-T I UN ' >
--u-<-W-HiLf-el:A-tt5-f7--:~- iii if l:E<t:XPIU SSI ON>
I UNTIL <EXPRESSION>
541 <E XPRESSION> ::= <OPERAND>
542 . --~-·-+-<-fH)·E*AtID>---<-UP-E-R*fflR->-<t}PERA NO>
I <REL OP>





















554--·-- .« A-T-i>--;-:.;..-E-A-f---.. -.--.------..
555 I "
•
556 <OPERAND> :: - <PRI MAf<Y>
. -- .-5-5-1--- -------~R+I'I_A_R'0--«._~-R-l-P-l-L;>-
• u _ 558--.------<HlijSCRIPT ,>_: h <SUIlS-GR-I12-T'}:"·-
559 I <SU8SCRIPT> <SU8SCRIPT'>
560 <PRIMARY> ::= ( <EXPRESSION> I
_ -_ $<.I---.-.----+--*-C-lWERANO> - .__ u
562 I - <OPEKAND>
---.---563------·-·-~--<-tW.+.>-~~Am>----
564 I <LITERAL>
- _.- »-5---. I (114 R I A6L e>
566 I <FUNCTIQN HEAD>
5&1 I (F-lJut-TlQN HeAII> I <EXP-K-e&-S-lDN
568 I <INLINE OEF> <COMPOUND TAIL> ;
-5-69- - -----+--+A-1H+-H-HJ N" ER5 I ON) _63 _ .
LIST>
57} I <BITCON~HSlOIllL
571 1 «HAkACTEk CONVEkSION>
-. ..5·7-2---·-- -._-- .... I .<IH-J:-12-5-HID-a---ltA.iI.->-.--- ..---'-.'
573 <AKlTh CLNVCkSIGN> ::= <ARITH CONY> <.>U8SCRIPT'> ( <CUNY PAkM LIST> )
574 <CONY PAkM lISi> ::= <CONY PAkM ELEMENT> • <CONY PAkM lIST>







<CONY PAkM ELEMENT> ::= <ARITH EXP> # <EXPRESSION>
1 <E XPRc.>SION>









<CHARACTER CONVERSlON> ::: CHARACTER <CONY TAIL>
<BIT PSEUDO VAR> ::= SUbBIT <CONY TAIL>
<CONY TAIL> ::= <.>U85CRIPT'> ( <EXPRE.>SlUN>
586 <FUNCTIUN HEA,» ::= <PREFIX> <FUNCTIUN lD> <SUBSCRIPT'>










<VARIAdlE> ::= SUbrll T <SUtlSCklPT'> ( <VARIAllLE>
. -l -FI LE-·+-<NtJtli3i::·R),<:-EXf'·RESSl ON) I
1 NMt ( <NAME VAR> I
I (E'JENT 'JAR) ------...- ...
I <PREFIX> <VAR 10> <SUBSCRIPT'>
'1- Ct+ARA{.'-TER-·<5-UB·XRIP1-'> <ARG lIS1>
1 BIT <.>UBSCRIPT'> <ARG lIST>
<NAME VAR> ::= <VARIABLE>
...-.. ---t-.<-t:*ltt-t-'{A il:> .------....
. -59- 7-
.... 5 9-~. ·-(P R·H;H>::-=~S11<(1-(1 1-11-)-"
599 I <STKUCT ID> • <PREF IX>
_.-6+'-"1- .. -----··---I-·..;-N-H:>---- ---'-_.---...
.. (}('-1 .. . ...... <,S·UtlS C-" I f1T)....t ~=·4--·<"'lJl>·S(R I jJ·T- -L 1NE>











<S UBseR 1fT Llt~E> ;:= <NUMBER>
.. ...----1---( v,~RI Al'4.-E->---------.---.-.-.•. -- .
I ( <SUB LIST> I
<SUB LI S1> :: = <SU a>
-t~·Sl~-..<~_Ll-S·l-J.>- - .
-<S~-S-J L). :: = , <: s,,~ >_.__. .n••_.
J , <SUB> <SUB lIST'>
I: <SUil> -------- .---
I : <SUB> <SUB liST'>
+.-j <Sid-B·:> .--' ... -.... -----64-
6Ll
614------~{Ii:ri-H..---------------
615 I <il <PREC SPeC>
616 - --~-- t <f.*P-R E5 S I ilN)-<-5-ttlr--Ul t>




<SUB EXP> ::= #
I N I (EXPRE5510~>
I # - <EXPRESSION>














,,30 <L IT ER AL> :: = NULL
631- ------- --- --+fJ-N-- ---
632 I Off
-63-3---- - +-f,Hft- ------------
634 I FALSE
635 ---- - -----l-OP E-N-- -- --------
636 I CLOSED
-6 37 - ------- --+ -NAME- { - 1'I-lJt-l-- +----
638 I <RADI X> ( <NUMBER> I (CHAR STRING>
-------&-39 I -<f<-Afli X) (EliAil STRING:>----
640 I <CHAR LITERAL>
-641------~--- I <NUIIB H-:>-------------
-._--------_._._---------_._---
-_.-_.--_._._---
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